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A Brief Explanation of Brake Systems 
for Freight and Passenger Equipment

• A little bit of history     
How did we get here?

• A little bit of instruction           
What is all that stuff underneath?  
How does it work?

• A few modelling notes                  
How much is needed?



Brake Systems for Freight Cars – Timeline 

• Earliest days – NO car brakes
• Locomotive provided all braking, 

even running in reverse to slow a 
train!

• 1850’s – Next improvement was 
hand brakes on individual cars
• 3 or 4 brakemen on the running 

boards



Brake Systems for Freight Cars – Timeline 

• 1860’s – Straight air brakes

• Required positive pressure from the locomotive

• Ruptured line = NO BRAKES!

• Severe run-in when applied

• Over 955 patents were issued for various types of air brakes in the US and 
Great Britain



Brake Systems for Freight Cars – Timeline 

• 1878 – The Galton Tests
• A series of tests conducted in Great Britain and the United States resulted 

in two automatic systems selected for train use

• Vacuum brakes – selected by Great Britain
• Positive: An endless supply of air
• Negative:

• Relied on 10psi atmosphere
• Required large (21”) brake cylinders
• Slow response time, particularly in release

• George Westinghouse air brakes – United States
• Positive: Small brake cylinders
• Negative: Heavy run-in when applied



Brake Systems for Freight Cars – Timeline 

• George Westinghouse

• 1866 He witnessed a collision between two 
freight trains, which inspired him to 
develop a method of applying brakes at the 
same time
• Draft gear brakes
• Steam brakes

• 1869 Patented a straight air brake 
(@22yrs. old)

• 1873 Patented an automatic air brake
(@ 27yrs. old)

Photo at 38 years



Brake Systems for Freight Cars – Timeline 

• 1873 Automatic Brake with Plain Triple Valve
• An auxiliary reservoir and a plain triple valve was added
• Brakes considered “automatic” since any loss of pressure would apply the 

brakes

• 1887 Automatic Brake with Quick-Action Triple Valve
• As a result of the Burlington, Iowa tests, the valve was improved to 

provide faster response
• A quick action of a single car would activate the triple valve of the next 

car, which would cascade the length of the train
• The device became known as the Type H quick-action triple valve



Brake Systems for Freight Cars – Timeline 

• 1903 Quick-Action Automatic Brake with K Triple Valve

• Longer and heavier trains were difficult to stop with the standard triple 
valve

• Developed for freight cars only and featured a light local reduction in 
brake pipe pressure by venting the air to the brake cylinders, similar to the 
plain triple valve in emergency, but less severe

• Local reduction did not produce emergency action but merely accelerated 
service action

• Became the standard for the next three decades



Brake Systems for Freight Cars 

• KC – Combined Brake Cylinder and Reservoir with K Triple Valve



Brake Systems for Freight Cars 

• KD – Separate Brake Cylinder and Reservoir with K Triple Valve



Brake Systems for Freight Cars – Timeline 

• 1926 Type AB valve was introduced

• Once again, longer trains, heavier 
cars, and faster speeds required a 
better brake system

• A two-part reservoir was added 
to provide faster response

• A pressure retaining valve was 
added to be used on long steep 
grades



Brake Systems for Freight Cars – Timeline 

• 1933 Type AB brakes become the standard for new cars

• 1949 Type AB becomes required for cars in interchange
• Type K was permitted on tank cars until 1953
• MOW cars could continue with Type K if not interchanged

• 1963 Type ABD becomes the new standard

• 1970 Truck-mounted brakes introduced

• 1976 Type ABDW becomes the standard



AB Brake Valve

•NOT called a “triple valve”

• Three basic parts:

• 1 – Emergency portion

• 2 – Pipe bracket 

• 3 – Service portion



AB Brake Reservoir 

• Two parts:

• 1 – Emergency portion

• 2 – Auxiliary portion



Oops!

The next slide 
is incorrect!

(So was the setting of the MU-2A valve 
on this F3 on January 25, 1948)



AB Brake Cylinder CORRECTED SLIDE!

• Spring keeps piston retracted
• Brake shoes are released

• Air pressure pushes piston out
• Brake shoes are pressed 

against wheels



ABD and ABDW control valves



ABDW Brake System

• Designed to provide better 
control for empty or loaded 
cars

• Additional parts included a 
sensor valve, a volume 
equalizing cylinder, and a load 
proportional valve



Truck-Mounted Brake Cylinders

• First introduced in 1970

• Eliminates the need for complex 
connection between a single 
cylinder and the trucks

• Used on tank cars, hopper cars, and 
others that have limited space or 
constricted space for brake rods



Brake Systems for Passenger Cars

• For many years after air brakes were introduced, the same 
equipment would be used for both freight and passenger cars

• Basic components for both included:
• Triple valve
• Auxiliary reservoir
• Brake cylinder

• As rolling stock and train operations evolved, it became clear that 
a brake system suitable for freight cars would not be suitable for 
passenger cars



Brake Systems for Passenger Cars

• Freight car brake system design has two factors:
• The length of the train
• The difference between the weight of cars when loaded and 

when they are empty

• Passenger car brake system design has two different factors:
• The speed of the train
• The weight of the train



Brake Systems for Passenger Cars

• First system designed solely for 
passenger cars was originally 
called the “high-speed brake”, 
but changed to “PM Equipment”

• Similar theory to the KD freight 
brakes

• Used for many years when 
passenger cars were all wood



Brake Systems for Passenger Cars

• LN Equipment

• Name derived from the Type L 
triple valve and the Type N 
brake cylinder

• A “supplemental reservoir” 
was added to improve braking 
speed and air recovery time



Brake Systems for Passenger Cars

• UC Equipment

• Name stands for “Universal 
Control” meaning equipment is 
applicable to all classes and 
conditions of passenger train 
service

• A “service reservoir” was added 
to improve braking speed and air 
recovery time needed for 
“modern” (heavy-weight) cars



Brake Systems for Passenger Cars

• UC Equipment

• A slightly different layout, but 
one that is commonly found 
on heavyweight cars
• Note that this drawing refers to 

“Universal Common Standard”    
-perhaps UC was not “Universal 
Control”?



Brake Systems for Passenger Cars

• 1940 – Westinghouse HSC 
Electro-Pneumatic Brakes
• Improved D-22 Control Valve
• A-2 Continuous Quick Service 

Valve
• F-6 Relay Valve

• Axle-mounted generators 
provide electricity and 
registers train speed via 
voltage change



Air Brake Operation

• Compressed air, supplied by the 
locomotive, is piped to all cars 
through the brake pipe and 
connecting air hoses

• A change in air pressure from the 
locomotive is sensed by each car’s 
control valve

• The control valves react to the 
increase or decrease in the brake 
pipe pressure, and add or vent air 
from the brake cylinder



Air Brake Operation

• Air is pumped through the train pipe so that the control valve 
will allow that air (usually 90 psi.) to fill the reservoir



Air Brake Operation

• To release the brakes, the engineer moves the valve to Release 
position which increases pressure in the brake pipe



Air Brake Operation

• To apply the brakes, the engineer reduces pressure in the brake pipe 
which causes the control valves to move air from the reservoir to the 
brake cylinder



Air Brake Operation – Normal Application

• The control valve constantly compares the brake pipe pressure 
with its car’s reservoir tank pressure

• Whenever the brake pipe pressure is higher than the reservoir 
pressure, the control valve moves to release air from the brake 
cylinder which releases the brakes
• The control valve will also direct air from the brake pipe to the 

reservoir to re-charge the tank
• Whenever the brake pipe pressure is lower than the reservoir, 

the control valve will move air from the reservoir and direct it to 
the brake cylinder
• The cylinder will compress the internal spring, and the brakes 

are applied



Air Brake Operation – Normal Application

• When the engineer lowers the pressure to where he wants it, 
he will set the brake valve in “Lap”.
• Lap setting will seal the system with no air being allowed in or 

out

• If the amount of air that is reduced is 10psi, each car’s control 
valve will move air from the reservoirs to the brake cylinders

• The volume of the reservoir is approximately 2.5 times that of 
the brake cylinder
• This means a reduction of 10psi will cause 25psi to be directed 

to the brake cylinder



Air Brake Operation – Normal Application

• If the engineer wants to slow down further, he can reduce the 
brake pipe air again.  Another 5psi reduction will cause the car 
control valves to add more air from the reservoirs to the brake 
cylinders

• Using the 2.5 ratio, the additional drop of 5psi in the brake pipe 
will add 12.5psi to the brake cylinder
• This means that the second reduction of 5psi will add 12.5psi to 

the 25psi from the first application for a total of 37.5psi



Air Brake Operation – Engineer Error

• When the brakes are released, the reservoirs will begin a re-
charging process which might take several minutes

• If the engineer applies the brakes again by reducing the pipe air 
by another 5psi reduction before the reservoirs are fully 
charged, the reservoirs might have less pressure than the brake 
pipe
• This means the brakes WILL NOT APPLY!

• A further reduction in brake pipe pressure might cause the 
control valve to direct air from the reservoir, but it might not be 
enough to provide sufficient braking power



Air Brake Operation – Engineer Error

• If the train is descending a long grade and the engineer makes 
several heavy applications and releases of the brakes, there may 
be very little air remaining in the reservoirs because not enough 
time was allowed for re-charging

• Known as “Pissing away your air”

• Also followed by a runaway train



Air Brake Operation – Emergency Application

• If an emergency application of brakes is necessary, the emergency 
valve on each car will react.

• Normal (slow) braking will not cause an emergency valve to react, 
no matter how low the pressure falls

• A rapid drop in brake pipe pressure will cause the emergency valve 
to dump air directly to the atmosphere locally at the car, not relying 
on sending air back to the locomotive for venting which takes time

• Following an emergency activation, the valve will stay open for 
approximately two minutes to ensure the train is stopped



Air Brake Operation – Emergency Application

• The emergency application of brakes, or a ruptured air hose or parted 
train, will cause the emergency valve to engage the “emergency” side of 
the two-part reservoir, which will dump air into the brake cylinder



Other Parts

• Retaining valve

• Controls the exhaust of brake 
cylinder air according to handle 
position
• HP position retains 20psi in brake 

cylinder when brakes are released
• SD position releases all pressure, 

but at a slow rate
• EX position will cause direct 

release



Other Parts

• Brake rods and levers

• The piston of the brake 
cylinder is connected to a 
series of levers and rods that 
connect to the brake beams of 
the trucks



Other Parts

• Brake rods and levers

• In order to help the car shop 
crews make accurate repairs, a 
diagram plate used to be 
mounted underneath cars that 
provided specific measurements 
needed for replacement of 
brake levers



Other Parts

• Brake rods and levers

• Two main levers
• Cylinder lever pivots near the 

center, and is connected at one 
end to the brake cylinder

• The auxiliary lever “floats” by 
being connected to the cylinder 
lever with a rod or slack adjuster



Other Parts

• Brake rods and levers

• Brake rods connect from levers
• One rod connects from the brake 

cylinder piston to the shaft of the 
brake wheel

• Other rods connect from the 
levers to the brake beams on 
both trucks
• The moving levers push or pull the 

brake rods



Other Parts

• Brake release rod
• Small diameter rod (1/2”) 

connects to the control valve

• The purpose is to manually 
release air from the brake 
cylinder

• The rod crosses the width of the 
car so that it can be operated 
from either side



Other Parts

• Other “stuff”
• A – Cut out cock

• Closes off brake system from main 
brake pipe

• B – Centrifugal dirt collector
• Removes dust from brake line 

• C – Connection point for
releaserod on KC system

• D – Retainer valve
• E – Angle cock on air hose
• F – Glad hand on air hose



Modelling Brake Systems

• Decide how far you want to go
• Brake wheels (or levers) and 

brake platforms are the most 
visible

• Hopper cars and tank cars show 
most of the main brake 
components

• Bare minimum should probably 
be mounting the main parts in 
the correct location on any car
• Cylinder, reservoir(s), control valve



Modelling Brake Systems

• Early kits only provided minimal 
underbody detail 
• Kit builders were expected to use 

their skill to scratch-build other 
components

• For many modelers, the styrene 
injection molded cars were a huge 
improvement over wood or 
cardboard sides, and were good 
enough
• Limited brake components were still 

considered “super detail”



Modelling Brake Systems

• The infamous Athearn “Blue 
Box” problem 
• The casting for Athearn freight 

cars was done as a mirror image!

• The piston end of the brake 
cylinder must point towards the 
B-end of the car, and be in line 
with the brake wheel

• Potomac Division Nigel Phillips 
presented a clinic on correcting 
this problem at a past MiniCon



Modelling Brake Systems

• Early brass models only provided main components, if at all 
• No levers or rods, but could be easily added



Modelling Brake Systems

• Recent models usually have extensive detail 
• Check prototype photos and plans to ensure accuracy



Modelling Brake Systems

• Many companies offer individual 
parts or kits of parts to install a 
complete brake system
• Tichy (KC, KD, and AB in HO-scale)
• Cal-Scale (KC, AB, and UC in HO-scale)
• Red Caboose (KC and AB in HO-scale)
• Kadee (accurate brake wheels in HO)
• Hi-Tech Details (soft rubber air hoses in 

HO-scale)
• Weisman (O-scale)
• San Juan Car Co. (formerly Grandt Line) 

has AB brakes in O-scale 
• MANY OTHERS ALSO!



Modelling Brake Systems

• Manufacturers often provide 
excellent diagrams
• Check prototype photos and plans 

for specific placement

• Prototypes often differ, even within 
the same class



Modelling Brake Systems

• Rods and pipes are best 
modeled with phosphor 
bronze wire

• Levers are available as parts, 
or they can be scratch-built 
from styrene

• Clevises for ends of rods can 
be made by cutting turnbuckle 
castings in half



Modelling Brake Systems

• Rods and pipes are best modeled with 
phosphor bronze wire
• Brake Pipe 1-1/4”

• HO - .019
• Retainer Pipe 3/8”

• HO - .008
• Other Pipes 3/4”

• HO - .012
• Brake Rods 7/8”

• HO - .010

• Black chain to connect brake cylinder 
piston to brake rod

• A-Line #29219 40 links per inch



Modelling Brake Systems – a few more photos



Modelling Brake Systems – a few more photos



Modelling Brake Systems

• Three excellent resources:

• The Car Builders’ Encyclopedia    later Car and Locomotive 
Cyclopedia
• Various editions for over 100 years

• Detailing Freight Cars (book)
• Jeff Wilson, Model Railroader’s How-To Guide

• Essential Freight Cars (two installment article) Railroad Model 
Craftsman August and September 2003

• Ted Culotta



Thank you for your 
interest and 
patience.

I hope you found 
something useful!


